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Students,  
street  
preachers
 clash 
Quarrel
 
outside
 
Union  
By Erin Caballero 
Daily Staff Writer 
University Police Department 
officers responded 
to an argument 
between
 two 
street
 preachers
 and a 
group of San 
Jose State University 
students  
Tuesday.  
It started around II a.m, when
 
two men walked 
into the area be-
tween the Market Cafe 
and the 
Student 
Union  carrying signs, tell-
ing the students and onlookers to 
repent for their sins. 
One 
of the signs read 
"Forgiveness Is 
Wonderful"  and 
another
 said. "Warning: religious 
phonies,  adulterers,
 child killers. 
fornicators,  dope fiends, liars. 
thieves, cheats Judgment Day is 
Coming 
Soon!"
 
"Jesus Christ is the 
truth. and 
I 
know
 
I'M 
talking
 to a 
Muslim
 
when I say it." said the 63 -year -
old preacher who wouldn't give 
his name. 
The younger preacher accom-
panying him, Kevin Farrer,
 carried 
a "Forgiveness Is Wonderful" sign 
and soon became surrounded
 by 
angry students,  offended both by 
his 
message  and the 
delivery
 of his 
message. 
Tension ran high and, according 
to unnamed sources, the preach-
ers began to insult 
the Prophet 
Mohammed,  calling 
him a child 
molester.  as well
 as denouncing
 
non-Christian  
religions as 
"false 
religions
 " 
The conflict reached its climax 
when a Muslim student jumped on 
top of a table and began to counter 
the 
preachers
 with his own 
mes-
sage 
of
 peace and unity. 
m II 
hitt
 
Daily Staff 
University Police Department Officer Eric Wong intervenes as a San 
Jose  State University student, who declined to give his name, argues with Kevin 
Farrer, a religious activist. Farrer and another individual 
were ill received by a crowd that gathered in front of the Student Union on Tuesday during 
their demonstration. 
"Ale 
ii 
vs ith 
tiler
 asked the 
student.  evoking a resounding
 
"yeah"  from the 
crowd.  
The student,  
who wished to 
re-
main anonymous. said 
he
 felt ha-
tred and intolerance of other faiths 
which  were things that shouldn't 
he 
preached  nor promoted. 
"They pick on 
students,
 es-
pecially Muslims. People
 are 
just sitting here and eating when 
they 
come  to 
disturb  the peace." 
said the student 
arguing
 w oh 
the preachers. "If anything. we 
should he bring
 unity among all 
The older preacher disagreed. 
A retired firefighter, he is married 
with  four children 
and  said he be-
came a born-again Christian
 when
 
he was 25 -years -old He started 
preaching 25 years ago,  at a time 
he 
defined  as 
having  "more 
room
 
for discussion." 
The preacher said 90 percent 
of 
the people he 
preaches  to on the 
streets  :ire opposed
 to his 
message.  
hut that doesn't 
discourage  him 
trom spreading Christianity to the 
"miscellaneous 
heathens" he feels 
need 
salvation.  
-1111  is
 
become
 a 
part
 01 the
 
fabric of our culture,- said the 
anonymous
 preacher. who believes
 
in a strict,  literal interpretation
 of 
the Bible and
 that all other reli-
gions are deficient. 
Because Jesus Christ
 was the 
only prophet to rise from  the dead. 
the 
preacher  believes
 that 
gives  
him the
 most merit. 
Farrer, who
 
w -as unavailable
 for
 
comment,  was almost  
hit  
in the 
head 
with  a 
half -full
 cup
 of soda 
hurled 
in
 his 
direction
 
It
 vs 
.1, 
this point 
that a 
couple
 police 
officers
 arrived, which caused the 
sast
 
trialority
 of the 
crowd  
r -
;verse 
It
 offended 
eni.vigh
 people.
 
which  
is
 what they 
were  hoping 
tor.- said Sgt John Laws.
 who 
responded to the 
scene. "They be -
Came 
nervous  tor 
their 
safety  and 
decided 
to
 
lease  
Laws
 said it was a 
moderate  
conflict because it caused a distur-
bance  hut few,  it any. miunes 
He said 
a lot of 
the students 
asked the %Misers 
ill 
make  the 
preachers leave. hut he 
denied 
their requests because 
of 
the 
free 
speech  
clause
 of 
the
 First 
Amendment 
Department
 
set to 
upgrade
 
Graduation  
telephone directory 
preparation  
By Lauren Bosch 
Daily Staff Writer 
Finding a professor or San Jose State 
l'insersity 
faculty  member will he easier 
tor those on campus starting May 31 with 
the 
upgrades
 to the 
current online phone 
directory. 
The general public currently has ac-
cess  to an SJSU faculty phone direc-
tory through
 the 
university's
 Web 
site.  
Through
 the
 current system,
 
searching
 
for members of the faculty is only pos-
sible 
by 
searching for 
an
 
individuals List 
or complete name. 
"The old system had been in place 
for many years and 
the Met OM Cr 
iiI 
had received many requests to update 
said
 Victor Van Leer, the man-
ager 
of the University 
Computing  
and 
Telecommums
 anon.
 
department.
 "We
 
wanted
 to reduse the 
manual
 
errors
 by 
entering the data by hand. We wanted 
to make it easier to use and search for 
people
 better We also 
had
 
an 
opportu-
nity to 
have
 a 
sy
 stem 
that
 
maintains
 
itself 
Changes
 
that
 
will  
take
 
ph, ss ill in -
chide several 
areas  
within 
the 
search 
op -
!IOU,.
 SOW ihanges that will take place 
'mill& Ill:NS search 
fields
 and improved 
costly
 
department listings. Faculty and 
staff  
By Joe Shreve
 
members can list their individual Web 
Daily Staff Writer 
sites and supply additional 
contact  infor-
mation. Van Leer said. 
Tit  I '11 I  be t 
OSC %las ling wi a so 
a e 
locate 
professors
 
with  
partial
 
e-mail ad-
dresses, first
 and or last
 names,
 
partial 
phone numbers or
 
university depart-
ments  
.nil Susan Kintana. 
Once man-
ager
 
a1 Mc 
I 
Inc 
ersitv 
computing
 and 
see UPGRADES, page 4 
Joint 
grant  allows 
police  to 
target
 DUls 
( i l 
rarlerwood  / 
Daily  Staff 
Officer DJ. Sarabla, right, and Sgt.
 Steve Perea, both of the California 
Highway Patrol,
 were on campus Tuesday,  
partnering  with Student 
Health Services to raise 
awareness  of DUI and its 
consequences.
 
By Peter Clark 
Daily Stall 
Writer  
Saturday
 
night  
has
 lust
 
lies
 
01114:
 
morning
 
and 
the 
freeways
 of
 di 
mini
 
vs n 
San  
Jose
 
begin to 
swell
 vs 
ith Lars 
full 
of
 people 
driv 
mg 
home
 after a 
night on the town 
"If you 
can't  get a dnink
 driver on 
a 
night  
like this,
 
you're  lust 
not  try
 mg." 
said 
talc in 
Lewis.
 
officer
 hir 
the 
Caldorma
 
Ilighw 
as 
Patrol. 
"On 
weekend
 nights.
 2 a m 
is 
iii.ther
 
commute
 hour, 
evsept
 instead of 
leaving 
work, 
people 
ate it' in 
mg the 
hats.- 
said 
Lewis'
 partner, 
()lits  
er
 Hat Id 
Hind,
 
lAnk IS 
and 
Hinds
 
pull over a 
vehicle
 
that made a 
V,
 RIC 
right
 
turn
 
Although
 their 
Hreathaly  
/et 
is 
mations
 Inaung
 that
 
night.  
they 
delCIIIMIC
 the driver 
of 
the 
vehicle
 
is 
into% is 
sited alter 
administering
 
Ones'
 differ 
ent 
held  
sohriet tests. 
despite
 the
 
driver's
 
s latm that 
he 
had  only 
two beers
 As Binds
 
puts 
hands  
tiffs Sec ure ly around the 
suspect
 s 
vs '1sts
 tin the 
shoulder  of the 
freeway.
 
Lewis  
stares
 
Hank ly into the headlights
 
of 
oncom-
ing 
oath.  
"Insmance 
can repl.ue a 
stolen vehicle. 
hut a loved 
one killed by 
a drunk driver
 can't 
he 
resos
 Less is said 
"that's  why we 
love
 this stuff 
%Ito
 a 'S.lisi).1100 grant 
from the California  
()Oise of I tat 
ti 
s Safely,
 vs hICh %tailed
 a 
pro-
gram 
salted It 
itest
 
Corridor.
 officers 
in
 the 
'tits et 
s 
Is 
Polise 
Department  and 
San  
Jose Polis e 
1)epartment 
vs ill he 
paid  
over-
time 
to sties'''. ally look
 tor drunk 
drivers
 
on 
serum
 weekend 
nights  
"CM' usually 
has four to five
 cars in Santa 
Clara 
County.  hut tonight. 
because 
of 
Protect 
Corridor,
 there arc 
seven."  'finds 
said  
see 
DM 
pages
 
When  late spring rolls 
around  at San Jose State
 
University. 
students  generally are found spending 
their time in preparation for one thing 
or
 another, 
be it for
 finals,  for 
summer internships 
or
 for 
tray --
el. 
For  one group of
 SJSU 
students,  
however,
 one 
thing stands out in particular graduation. 
Similar to high school graduations.  
graduation
 
from college 
is
 a time for 
spending  
money.  Caps 
and  
gowns,  graduation notices,  diploma
 frames,  
department 
banquets. graduation
 filing 
fees
 and 
other graduation paraphernalia all cost money. 
Depending on 
how much fanfare a graduating stu-
dent and 
his or 
her parents
 want,
 
graduation
 can 
cost
 a lot of 
money.  
Jen Skehha,  manager of gifts and clothing at the 
Spartan Bookstore, is in charge of the sales of caps 
and 
gowns and other various graduation  
essentials.  
Cap and gown packages are available 
for 
students
 
earning 
their  bachelor's 
degree 
for 
$40. 
For those 
graduating
 from a master's program, the 
basic  
pack-
age costs $70, because their outfit requires a hood. 
Skehba said 
most  
students  get graduation
 no-
bees because 
they 
work  much 
the 
same  
way
 m 
they do in 
high
 
school.  as 
incentises tor 
gradua-
tion gifts. 
Timothy
 liegstrom. interim dean of the 
College  
of Social SVICIKCS, said in 
addition
 
to
 the 
univer-
sity -wide commencement scremony. which 
takes 
place on May 25, indo 
idual  departments often  
hold a 
smaller  
celebration
 in 
honor  of
 
the  graduates 
from that 
department.  
The 
WiliS  14
 these events 
vary, 
depending on the 
event.  
Rod Galindo. 
i senior 
majoring  in 
kinesiology,  
se 
GRADUATION,  page 
S 
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-- 
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II,2005 
EXPLETIVE  
DELETED
 
TiVo
 
stands
 
out 
as a truly
 divine 
invention
 
Well, this is it  
my final 
column.
 Many colum-
nists like 
to use their last 
column to say 
goodbye to 
their  friends, 
influential
 professors,
 or the campus 
in 
general. 
Some  like to write
 about how 
they
 are either 
scared  
or thrilled 
about  being done.
 
Others will try 
to impart some 
wisdom upon 
you.
 
the reader. 
And
 still others 
write what they
 like to call 
-get-
ting-out-of-town-
 columns,
 where they 
get to tell any
 
student,
 professor
 or 
administrator  what
 they really
 
think
 of 
them.  
I.
 on the other
 hand, am 
going  to use 
this  space for
 
a free 
advertisement  
for  the greatest
 invention 
of
 this 
generation,  
though
 the getting
-out-of-town
 column is 
beginning 
to sound like
 a good idea 
these days. 
Now. I am 
sure there have 
been plenty 
of
 "good" 
inventions
 during the 
past II) years 
 advancements
 
to the 
Internet,
 cures for 
diseases, blah, blab,
 blah. 
But only one can call
 itself "great"   
TiVo.
 
This is the invention that allows you to record your 
favorite TV shows so you can watch them anytime.
 
The idea of recording TV isn't  new, 
but the idea to rip it off 
of
 videotapes 
and use digital means is a stroke of pure 
genius.  
For a college student, there 
are only 
a few things 
better to have waiting for 
you when you get home after a long day
 
of 
classes
 and work. 
And, if you don't 
have those things 
waiting for 
you, who cares? You've got 
hours of your 
favorite
 shows to keep 
you 
entertained.  
The real brilliance of the 
invention  is 
that TiVo learns what you like and records different 
shows  it thinks you 
would like. 
Here is a machine that tells you what to watch. 
WORLD
 OF THE NO 
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SPARTA  
GUIDE 
Sparta Guide is provided 
free of charge 1(1 students. 
faculty
 and staff members The 
deadline
 for entries I, noon !twee 
working days before
 the desired publication date. 
Entry forms are avadzible in the 
Spartan Daily 141102 in Dm.ight
 
Bentel Hall. room 
209. Entries can also be e
-mailed  to spartandaily(bcasarsisuredu
 titled "Sparta Guide." 
Space 
restrictions  
may  require editing of 
submissions.  Entries are printed 
in the order in which they
 are received. 
TODAY 
Socrates
 Cafe at SJSU 
School of Art and Design 
An art exhibit 
featuring student galleries 
will  take 
place from 
10
 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art
 building. For 
more information, call the
 gallery office at 924-4330. 
Peer Health 
Education  
A blood
 drive will take place from 
10
 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
in the Loma
 Prieta room of the Student Union. For 
more
 information. call ('he Angkham at 924-6204. 
Career Center 
An employment table will take place from loam. to 
2 p.m. in front of 
the Career Center. American Liquid 
Packaging Systems, Imperva. Outback Steakhouse, 
Target  and Vector Marketing will he hiring. For more 
information. call Laurie Morgan at 924-6017. 
90.S FM 
KSJS  and Associated Students 
The Lara Price Band 
will
 perform from 
11:3(1
 a.m. 
to 1:30 p.m. in the 
Student Union Amphitheater. The 
"Talkin' Blues" will take place 
from
 6 p.m. to 
10 p.m. in the Hal Todd Theatre,  with a free barbecue 
from 6 
p.m.
 to 6:45 p.m. For more information, call 
924-6262. 
Catholk 
Campus Ministry 
Daily Mass will take place at 
12:1(1
 p.m. in the 
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. A  candlelight 
worship will take place from 7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. in 
the Spartan Memorial. "The Bible and You" will take 
place  from 7 p.m. 
to))
 
p.m. at the ministry. For more 
information, call Sister Marcia Krause at 938-1610. 
College
 of Engineering  
Undergraduate engineering student advising will be 
available from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. in room 242 of the 
Engineering building. For more MI( ormat ion, call 
Evelyn Contreras at 924-3851 
A discussion of "What 
makes  something moral or 
immoral?" 
will take place from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. at 
the  Market Cafe. 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, 
Transgender  and Allies 
A meeting will take place from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
in the Costanoan room. For more information, call 
Jason 
at 924-8937. 
Asian American Christian
 Fellowship 
A meeting will take place at 6:30 p.m.
 in the Pacifica 
room of the Student Union. 
Amateur Radio Club SJSU 
A meeting will take place from 6:30 p.m. to 
8:30 
p.m. in the Guadalupe room of the 
Student  
Union.
 For more information, 
call  Jeff Orr at 
601-7598.
 
SjSpirit  
Candlelight 
worship  will take place 
at
 7 p.m. in 
the Spartan
 Memorial. For more 
information,  call 
Chaplain 
Roger
 at 
605-1657.
 
Student health
 Center 
The 
Student 
health
 Center will be closed on 
May 
18
 from II a.m. to 1 p.m. The health 
center
 will 
be closed
 from May 25 to May 27 for renovations, 
but the pharmacy will remain open. The pharmacy 
will he closed from June I to approximately August 
19. but the health center will be open for summer. 
THURSDAY 
Jewish 
Student  Union 
"Israel Independence Day" will 
take
 place from 
10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in 
front of the Spartan 
Complex.  For
 
more  information,  call David 
Ben -
Israel at (5 10) 846-0143. 
MARK CORNEJO 
Some may find that scary. but I just like the fact I 
don't have to think about 
what
 I like any more  
that's
 TiVo's job now. 
I understand the Nobel Prize might be 
too lofty, but there has to be some kind of 
award for the good men 
and women who 
brought  us this 
invention.  
I haven't even got to the best part yet 
 no 
commercials.
 
Well, not totally. They are there, but 
TiVo comes with a 30
-second skip button. 
Personally. I haven't 
watched
 a com-
mercial since I was over at buddy's house 
watching March Madness. I 
thought  I was 
going 
to break something when we would 
sit  there through the 
commercials. 
I was talking
 with a friend and he put 
it perfectly. 
"If God watched TV, He'd 
have  TiVo." 
Of
 course He would. He's 
God,  the Almighty. the 
MEMPHIS  
BELLE 
Creator of 
all  things. He 
has no time 
to sit through 
commercials.
 
I figure 
what's good 
enough  for my 
Lord is good 
enough
 for me. 
TiVo has even
 saturated 
everyday  life. 
I'd love 
it
 if I could 
pause life, 
record great 
mo-
ments,
 or replay 
someone  falling 
down in the 
mall 
over and over 
again  in my mind. 
For 
any  loyal reader 
who  
got that last line, thank 
you. 
And thanks to 
everyone who
 else 
who have made 
the past four years what they
 were. 
See you in the fall. 
Mark
 Cornejo is 
the  Spartan 
Maly  iodine 
editor.  
This is the final
 appearance 
of "Expletive 
Deleted."  
Searching for ideal roommates 
presents
 
countless  
challenges  
As school 
winds  down, a chapter in 
my
 life ends. 
Once summer arrives, a 
new chapter will begin and 
so will the 
agonizing
 task of finding a new 
roommate 
and place to live. 
Many of us have spent countless hours on 
the 
Internet looking for 
that
 perfect person on roommate 
Web sites.
 If you haven't had the pleasure of 
doing  so, 
consider yourself
 lucky. 
The reason being, these sites are not
 
free like they advertise. 
Forget  what they 
tell
 you, it costs money. 
They lure us in by saying "free photo 
profile."
 "two-way matching." "power 
roommate searches" and the ability to 
contact potential nannies. It's a 
lie. 
Sure, people post miniature
-sized 
photos,  view
 
other member
 bios and send 
e -mails that express interest. 
The real problem arises when trying 
to view a person's photo so you're not 
squinting to see 
whom  you could be living
 with. 
Also, if 
you plan on checking 
your
 e-mail because 
the roommate service has found
 a 
great match or mapping out the   
cross streets to the new pad, don't 
count on it. 
Some 
Web  sites charge a fee 
for these services. 
For
 only a few dollars a day, 
full privileges to the site are 
granted. 
If people forget to cancel 
when  
they're finished,  the roommate 
search
 company takes the liberty 
to automatically renew their sub-
scriptions.
 
This causes 
customers  to suf-
fer because they have to call their 
credit card companies to get the 
money back on their 
accounts. 
Hey, it happens. 
JULIA 
WEEKS 
show us 
anything  eke ' 
The 
photo  
ise 
posted  of 
tic and 
the San Francisco
 
Giants  shortstop isn't any better. It's all cheesy. 
Up 
until this 
point  I haven't 
had  to look for room-
mates.
 
This year I got lucky
 and 
rniversit
 Housing as-
signed
 me three really 
cool  girls
 to Ilse with. 
No one asked about our Its mg habits, 
hut it ended up being an ideal
 11. 
mg ar-
rangement. How often does this happen'? 
Looking
 
or
 a roommate is a gamble. 
Sometimes iii get loc ks and other times 
s,ou
 
has 
e to 
the 
10Ss.  
M1111 
Irequenting
 the roe 
emulate  
Web site 
ring. I s 
isited  a room
 for rent 
in Modesto. the city I'll 
be lis mg in this 
Summer
 
The homeowners.  bless 
their 
hearts.  
wanted
 
54011  tor 
a 
furnished
 ilium
 the 
we of
 a closet.  
There 
was 
no
 
kitchen
 
access and the closest. 
asher  and 
dryer
 
were
 around 
the 
corner of the house. 
That may sound snobby,  but the 
price
 %%as a
 
little'
 steep. 
I'm a picky 
person who 
doesn't  want to 
live
 with any 
narcissistic,
 
psychopath
 
serial killer. 
Not to mention,
 when join-
ing these sites, they request your 
whole life history. When 
is your birthday? What's 
your 
work schedule'? What
 
are your party habits'? Do 
YOU
 
smoke? Are you clean?
 
These 
are just a few of the prying 
questions  that 
need
 to be addressed. 
And the people who 
use smiley emoticons 
as
 their 
photos are 
just plain irritating. 
We see that you're a 
happy  person. hut can you 
nest best 
idea seemed to he 
Inkling a 0 
simulate. 
At first,  this task seemed 
easy.  
N11M.  
as I 
search rraigslist and 
classilied ads. tiiy 1111,100
 has be-
come
 slightly more 
difficult.  
a phi) person
 
is 
ho doesn't 
want  
to live with
 ans
 narcissistic,
 
psychopath
 serial killer 
Set 
tt Peters, in Ilsed 
111  
Modesto
 
and 
he probably had 
roommates.
 
Look
 
what  happened to him 
and Ins is de. 
A 
friend jokingly said to nee 
that knit: Dahmer might have 
had rem munates, too. 
If he did, there's no question 
that he 
ate them. 
As I continue 
to Its 
'K
 
for 
some-
one to live
 with. the 
only
 
thing  I Call do IS he 
patient  
and optimistic. 
It also
 wouldn't hurt to 
be cautious. 
After all, I 
don't vvant to be 
chopped liver. 
Julia Weeks is the 
Spartan  Daily photo 
editor. 
Thiv is the .final appearance
 of 
"Memphis
 Relle." 
Got letters?
 Send 
them
 to 
spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu
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Student
 
evaluations
 of 
teachers
 
undergo
 
changes
 over time 
By 
Jean
 Blomo
 
Doily
 Stuff 
Writer 
Constantly
 
increasing 
costs  in 
higher  
education  
have  left 
students  
searching
 for 
ways 
to
 maximize
 
the 
quality
 of their
 education.
 
What 
makes  or 
breaks a 
suc-
cessful
 
semester  
depends  not 
only  
on one's
 
own  
discipline.  
but on the 
instructor
 as well.
 said Sara 
Yates. 
a junior 
majoring  in 
English at 
San  
Jose State Um% ci 
siR.
 
"Instruchns  
can  make 
a huge 
difference - they
 can turn a bor-
ing 
course  into an 
unforgettable 
one,"  
said 
Yates.  
The Tower List,
 a publication 
created in 
1967 by SJSU's 
old-
est a,ademic 
fraternity.  lau Delta
 
Phi. attempted
 to 
allow  students
 
to -secure
 the best possible
 educa-
tion" by idling 
all instructors on 
campus 
The traternay administered uni-
sersityis
 
ide cs,dilations es ers 
one 
to 1550 seats ot all 
instructors for 
inure than three de, 
ades.  
Students  were asked 10 
mies-
!ions ahimt 
their instructors
 
iind 
the lesults %sem printed in small 
hi ik 
lets  as a 
liable fin- 
purchase.  
the
 Student Es 
:dilation
 
of 
Teaching
 Lnectiveness
 
SOH'.
 
is administered to thousands  of 
SJSU 
students
 at 
the  
end  
of
 every 
semester,  hut the
 
results  are any 
thing hut publiv . 
"The SO
 
I l ale the largest 
es altiation
 proves, 
in 
campus.
-
said
 tiles e 
Aquino.
 
associate
 of the 
Institutional  
Studies  
Office.  
Unlike
 the 
1 
ovv 
er 
List.  Aquino
 
said,
 the es 
almitions  
are consid-
ered 
confidential  v iewed 
only  
by faculty 
meintsei,
 and
 the de_ 
pantile!!! , hairs anil committees 
that 
evaluate  them 
The St rI.E sin ye), play an in-
tegml liart
 it 
ever  1115101Ctor
 
Lareci. 
\gum,'  the 
e%.1111.1
 
tions should he taken 
seriously by 
students.  
"SOTEs
 really are used to help 
the instructor and
 administration --
students shouldn't
 think it's some-
thing unimportant,"
 Aquino said. 
According to T.M. Norton, pro-
fessor emeritus of political science
 
and past member of the Academic 
Senate, the current SOTEs have 
the Tower List to thank for their 
development.
 
In 1999. Norton wrote in a short 
history of the 
SJSU  Academic 
Senate that. "The Tower List was 
the first step in including student 
surveys in 
the retention,
 
tenure and 
promotion  process
 at SJSU." 
The Academic 
Senate had begun 
discussions
 of student surveys 
at
 a 
meeting 
in 1971. when the policy 
recommendation  
outlined
 that
 the 
"department's  evaluation
 
must
 in-
clude 
information  gathered 
...  re-
garding the faculty member's teach-
ing effectiveness by 
his  
students."
 
Although intended
 to both eval-
uate teaching et tech\ eness and help 
instructors 
improve their leaching 
meth( xis. Andrea   
Whittaker,
 chair 
of the Student 
aluation
 
Rev 
ievv
 
Board,
 
said the 
es alua-
ills 
-sometimes  
lease a had taste 
in (instructors') 
mouths
 " 
Whittaker
 
said the es 
alua-
tions lose
 "high 
stakes- in the 
success ot 
a f as 
tilts member. 
"Siime
 fac-
ulty members 
are 
"setts
 s.on-
cerned lilt 
students 
getting  
lecture classes,"
 Whittaker 
said. 
"They
 feel the SOTEs
 do not help 
them."
 
The Tower
 List also 
had its fair 
share of controversy. 
The 
seventh 
edition, 
published  
in 1977. 
included  a 
detailed
 ac-
count
 of the obstacles 
the frater-
nity 
faced.  
After
 
"administrative  
harass-
ment largely
 instigated" 
by Dr. 
R.P.  
Loomba,
 the 
introduction
 
says.
 the 
Tower  
List  was threat-
ened
 with a 
libel  suit 
after
 a less 
than stellar 
evaluation. 
The 
Tower  List 
continued
 until 
20110,  said current 
Tau  Delta Phi 
member 
Mary Ellen 
Hernandez. 
"The
 reason 
the Tower 
List was 
terminated
 was because
 of school -
wide 
budget cuts." 
Hernandez  
said. 
"The  faculty 
was  constantly 
changing and 
we didn't 
want  to 
put out 
an
 incomplete 
list."
 
Hernandez
 
also  said the size of 
the 
fraternity  
15 people  
was 
too small  
to
 take on the publication,
 
which was "quite an endeavor."
 
Online  resources 
such 
as 
RateMyProfessor.corn  
have:ad.
 replaced the 
Timer  
List, 
Hernandez  
s
 
Founded  in 
2002 by 
SJSU alumnus John 
Swapceinski.  the Web 
site  
boasts
 3 
million
 
ratings
 of 
More  than 
50(
 
1,01  
1 
higher
 
educa   
ti,:ninstructors nation -
vs
 
tieSome
 
students
 
such  
as Kristina Skinner, an 
undeclared freshman, 
feel there is a
 used for 
as 
ailahle
 
resources
 
on
 
the quality ot educa-
tion
 by instructors. 
"I base my class 
whedule around  
"The 
SOTEs 
are  the 
largest
 
evaluation
 
process
 
on
 
campus." 
Steve 
Aquino, 
administrator 
hack at them for 
had grades.
 
es - 
pes 
hills 
10,:ults
 wit", teach lait!l: 
RateMs  Pnilessorcom 1,"
 Skinner 
said 
Hut 
Skinner 
also  said
 
the 
Students
 
encouraged
 to 
apply 
for graduation
 as early
 as possible
 
By Ashley Johnson 
Daily
 Stuff Writer 
The month of May has special 
significance for San Jose State 
University students. especially 
for those graduating. 
SIM
 students will not only 
celebrate the end of another se-
mester's hard work 
but also the 
end of their 
college careers. 
Although the deadline for 
submitting  applications for 
the 
May graduation has 
passed, that 
doesn't 
mean  students can't start 
preparing for the next 
graduation.  
"We encourage them Ito apply) 
one  year 
in advance 
so 
that
 they 
know 
their last semester exactly 
what courses they want to reg-
ister for to complete
 all of their 
requirements." said Terri
 Eden, 
manager of 
registrar  services. 
The deadline for submitting
 
applications for the August and 
December graduations is March 
I. and the deadline for May grad-
uations 
is July I. 
Applications will still be ac-
cepted up to 
one  month prior to 
the date of graduation. Students 
who submit 
their applications 
after that time 
will  be scheduled 
for the next available graduation 
date. 
When students 
procrastinate
 
in submitting their applications, 
problems arise not only for 
stu-
dents, but staff members as well. 
Limited staff members have a 
number of functions to perform. 
not just processing graduation ap-
plications.
 
"We
 want to be able to service 
all of our clients and customers," 
Eden said. 
Receiving the applications at 
the last minute and trying to ex-
GO
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pedite them amid other priorities 
only  compounds the difficulties 
for staff members, she said. 
There are a number of reasons 
students submit their applications 
late. One reason is because it's 
human nature to procrastinate, 
Eden said. 
"I'm one, just like everybody 
else," she said. "I'm sure as stu-
dents go on, 
they've
 got a thou-
sand things to do  
they've  got 
midterms: they've got finals: 
they've got all this stuff 
going." 
The Admission and Records 
Office 
is trying to remedy this by 
utilizing the new e-mail and mes-
saging features on the MyS.11SU 
Web site. 
"Hopefully, once we start us-
ing that, we can alert 
people," 
said Bruce Kravitz. director of 
undergraduate student 
services  in 
see 
APPLICATIONS,
 page 6_1 
Cleanroom and Laboratory Micro -Cleaner
 Position 
serving the Pharmaceutkal Industry in the South 
ray.
 Part-time /lull -time 
positions available 15-40 hours, wk. S I 0 an hour start; opportunity
 for 
advancement. Evenings and 
Weekends.  Ideal lob for college students. Must
 
have  a transportation. Call 
Santiago @l51111721 -1I04
 
Central 
Self -Storage 
/pen 
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Suits
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Indiv 
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1144141:r 
s 
results
 on 
the Web site
 
sould
 
he 
skewed. 
"If a 
person 
goes
 out
 
of
 
their 
way to 
go 
online
 to 
rate
 
an
 (in-
structor). 
they'll 
probably
 
rate 
them
 really 
well  or 
really  poorly." 
Skinner said. "The 
SOTEs
 
seem 
more 
official,  more
 
reliable."  
Swiqx:einski  
said
 
he 
founded 
the 
site  
because  
01a
 had 
experience
 
with 
an instructor,  
and    
that information from 
RateMyProfessor
 
coin
 
"might have
 
saved  
me 
from
 taking a class 
with a 
professor  who 
graded unfairly 
and 
was 
downright
 nasty to 
her 
students.
 " 
Swapceinski  said 
RateMyProlessorcom  
includes  
more p i n . 
 
ion-based evaluations. 
and that the SOD., 
were
 better 
designed  
for 
evaluating  faculty 
performance. 
The accuracy 
of
 any 
type of student ev:ilu 
:mon. Aquino said. 
relies 
on the 
students-
:111day 
to 
he
 
honest  and 
and 
tenure
 
procedures
 
Selected
 
SOTEs  are
 then 
placed  
in the 
instructors' 
"personnel
 ac-
tion
 tile." 
and  are used.
 along 
with  
other
 methods. in the 
evaluation 
of 
a faculty 
member,  
according
 to the 
minutes
 of an 
Academic 
Senate 
meeting
 in March 
2003.  
Written  responses 
were  added 
in 19)0 
after the 
Academic
 Senate
 
found "written
 
responses
 
are  
often  
of con-
siderable 
value  
for 
both  the 
improvement
 
of 
instruction 
and the reten-
tion, 
tenure,  
and proni4aiim
 
process 
The rower
 
List 
also 
en-
couraged
 im-
provement
 in 
eduk
 :Mon by 
pros ding 
a re-
souri.e
 
"for
 
his 
UltS members 
who vs ish to 
s.ee themselves 
"If 
they
 
were
 
bad,
 I take 
my 
time 
to fill 
in 
the written
 
questions.'' 
Kyla
 
Gleitsman,
 
student
 
tIll 
muigh. 
Ky 
la 
Gleitsman.  a senior 
major -
1112 III art, 
said the SOIL, could 
pi,ssibly
 
be just 
as biased. 
"The 
time I spend on a 
SOTE  depends 
on !lie teacher.
 Gleitsman. "If 
they 're 
average 
to good. I 
just 
mark the top marks It 
the
 
were  
hod, I take my time
 
lii 
till II) the 
written
 
questions."
 
Two
 years 
ago,
 the sorE,
 \vent 
thrinigh major changes. 
vs
 
hich. 
Whittaker  said,  were long
 
oserdue.
 
-It was appalling that the faculty 
were
 being  compared to 
norms
 
In 
to 
II years
 
old,"  
Whittaker
 said. 
Changes  
were
 made 
mostly  in 
the way the evaluations were inter-
preted by the department chair for 
in.tructors' retention.
 
pronuaion
 
as 
students  see 
them .., means of 
improving their 
teachiift 
Wliii taker and
 Aquino said they 
arc ids\ looking tor ways to 
improve
 
the  administration  
it
 
es aluations and 
hi 
vs 
tiles  
Lan  he 
used
 to evaluate
 
his tilts members. 
"We 
are 
now
 
beginning
 
ti 
I vs 
irk
 
on 
convening  
to online 
system."
 
Aquino
 said. 
With  the es 
aluations  
Whittaker  
said,  students could
 take 
the ev aluations at aus point during 
the semester. gis nig faculty mem-
bers immediate teeilha,l, and nine 
to make 
ne,essary  shanges
 
Aquinii said the Instnutiiinal 
Studies (hike Is
 
considering  offer-
ing matenal 
Ilketities. such 
as
 5.151' 
('mold 
Points
 
to 
ilartis
 'pants III the k 
line surveys. 
Gold Points act like gin 
certificates for
 Spartan Shops. 
Even
 though the evaluations
 
might 
eventually be administered 
online.
 
Aquino  
said the results 
would still 
remain  unavailable to 
students. 
"Some institutions
 
share  stu-
dent surveys with the 
students,  but 
SIM' considers them personal." 
Aquino
 
said.  
Swapceinski said. "It is unfortu-
nate (SIM; does, not give  students 
access to the data
 that is collected 
(by the 
SOTEs)
 each semester."
 
How then,
 
as the Tower List
 at-
tempted
 to do, can students chose 
the best instructors for their educa-
tion',
 
1 he only feedback available to 
Auden!s other 
than
 rumors are Web 
sites such as 
RateMyProfessor.com.  
which. 
Swapceinski  said. "is 
based 
on a limited 
response  rate." 
"1i 
would  
take  an organized 
ef-
fort
 to 
disc
 us.
 making (the SOTEsi
 
public." Aquino said. "Interest 
must come from students.-
- Vim
 
will
 have 
a faculty revolt." 
Whittaker
 said 
about  the p)ssibil-
ity of publis ascess to the SOTEs. 
VVIiittaker  
said  the 
SOTEs were 
not designi..d as evaluations for 
student use. "Every.  assessment
 
tool has its purpose  to use it for 
something  other
 than its original 
purpose 
would mean the results 
are not 
necessarily
 
re les ant 
 the 
form would
 have to he different 
i for student use)." Whittaker said. 
Access
 for students  to a 
consis-
tently accurate and fair evaluation 
of 
instructors
 
at 
SJSU
 remains un-
fulfilled 
"The more 
intonnation  
you 
have,  the better you have control 
user 
sour  education."  Aquino  said. 
Yates said.
 "I rely 
on 
recom-
mendations and word of mouth 
tigure 
out 
which 
classes  
and 
instrth tors 
to take 
An
 
Invitation  
to
 
All 
Sfill
 
Students
 
from 
Interim President Don 
Kassing  
A.S. President Rachel 
Greathouse
 
and 
A.S. President Elect Alberto Gutierrez 
IRA 
Fee  
Increase
 
Forum 
Thursday, May 12, 2005 
12:00 to 
1:00pm  
Loma Prieta
 Room 
In the Student 
Union  
REFKESHMENTS
 WILL
 BE SEKVED  
This event is 
wheelchair  
accessible.
 Individuals 
requiring  other 
accommodations
 
should contact the 
President's
 Office
 at 
924-1177
 as  soon as possible 
lAi 
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Students,
 
faculty  
members  
coordinate
 
celebration
 
By 
Shannon
 Barry 
Daily 
Staff 
Writer
 
Students and 
faculty
 members will 
have more 
to 
celebrate 6 
p.m.  Thursday 
than just the 
begin-
ning of the 
weekend. The 
San Jose State 
University  
department  of 
hospitality  management
 and its 
Industry  Advisory 
Board are hosting 
the 14th annual 
International
 Hospitality 
Celebration
 at the Rotary
 
Summit  Center, located on 
Fourth  and San Fernando 
streets. 
Tickets
 are on 
sale for $65 
per person, or two 
tickets
 at 
$50
 
apiece. 
Mandi Tomasello,
 co -director 
of the 
celebration,  said that 
this  
year,
 there will be a 
live band 
along with 35 
vendors
 provid-
ing 
different
 appetizers, 
entrees.  
desserts, wine, 
beer and
 
nonalco-
holic 
drinks.  
"It is definitely for people 
who 
like to 
communicate  and like 
people." said Karina Nacimento. 
media relations 
coordinator
 of 
the 
celebration. "There is always 
something going on and you have 
to talk to a lot of 
people."  
Nacimento added that this is 
her first year working on the
 event, but it has been a 
worthwhile
 experience. 
"It has been a very 
good
 experience and I am 
looking forward to the 
night." she said. "I want to 
see how everything turns out because I 
have been 
working hard." 
Tomasello said 500 people attended the event last 
year. but event coordinators have had a lot of luck 
getting in touch with local media this year. including 
radio spots. Tomasello said as of Friday she expected 
400 people to attend, but added that she 
expects
 tick-
et 
sales  to increase. 
While it is a good experience for students to get 
involved 
with professionals in their industry. Kate 
Sullivan.  associate professor of 
hospitality  manage-
ment, said 
administrators  from the university 
will at-
tend, including interim President
 Don Kassing and 
interim Provost Carmen Sigler. 
"There 
is a huge silent auction with items such as 
a 
trip to Mazatlan, hotel and resort
 hotel stays,  high -
end dining restaurant experiences, art 
work  and spa 
certificates," 
Sullivan  said. 
The event is put together 
by students from 
Sullivan's  Conference. Convention
 and Event 
Planning class who have 
to volunteer as a part 
of 
  their class grade. 
"It is 
definitely  for 
people 
who  like to 
communicate
 and 
like people." 
Karina  
Nacimento, 
media relations 
coordinator  
"It is a way 
of
 introducing 
you
 to event management." 
Sullivan
 said. "Then you can 
choose to use it as 
your intern-
ship 
for two units or as an  in-
dependent 
study project." 
She added 
that  this year. 
there
 are 20 people on the 
committee,
 including two di-
rectors, Tomasello 
and  Tracy 
Nakagawa. 
"It is a learning experience 
for the students in 
the  sense we 
have to learn how to work as a 
group in all the different legal
 
aspects." Tomasello
 said. 
Nacimento said 
when she 
sees
 the event Thursday.
 it is 
all going to pay
 off. But, she 
said,  the experience 
has been stressful,
 as dealing with other 
people can 
be tough. 
With the students working
 diligently to put this 
event on. 
they have managed 
to
 have many par-
ticipants including
 Hawgs Seafood 
Bar, Tandoori 
Oven, 
Doubletree Hotel, 
Spencers  Steak and 
Chops, 
Teske's Germania and Peel's 
Coffee.  
Many
 of these are returning 
companies.  but from 
an event that started as 
an advisory hoard with 
10 
booths.
 Tomasello said 
she  is glad it has grown
 from 
its 
beginning  14 years ago. 
To buy tickets call (408)  
792-4138
 or visit 
www.ihcticketinfo.com/
 
Sa
 
Six 
bodies  found
 at 
California
 
ranch
 
GARNER VALLEY (AP; 
home.
 Doyle said at a news con- 
the other 
end 
of
 the 
phone
 
There 
-- An investigator
 for the 
district 
ferenee.  A handgun and a 
phone.  
was 
some 
noise 
that  
was heard
 I)) 
attorney's
 office 
was  found dead 
which  may have been used to cull
 dispatch."
 he 
said. 
Tuesday
 in 
his sprawling ranch 911. 
were 
found 
near  his body. 
The 
remote,
 mountainous 
area 
home 
along with five other people, A 14 -year-old boy. two 
girls about 100 
miles 
southeast of Los 
including
 three
 children,
 who 
were  ages 8 and 
10  and 
two
 Angeles 
is 
well-known for its 
all shot
 to death
 
in their beds in adult women
 were
 found in beds 
horse  
ranches,
 nestled among roll -
the middle of the night. authori- 
throughout
 the house, all of them 
ing  
meadows
 
and tall 
pines. 
ties said,  
shot in the 
head. Names
 of the vie-
 
McGowan
 was a five-year vet -
Sheriff Bob Doyle said detec- tims 
were 
withheld pending posi- 
eran
 of the 
Riverside
 County dis-
lives have not reached any conclu- live identification. Doyle said. 
trict 
attorney's  office
 and previous-
sions
 about the 
slayings,  but they "The beds were 
undisturbed.
 
ly worked as a 
detective with the 
had not ruled out a murder
-suicide.
 The house itself was undisturbed. 
Cathedral  
City
 Police 
Department.  
The sheriff said there 
was  no evi- It did 
not appear that the house
 had Public 
records
 show  David and 
dence of a break-in or struggle in been ransacked." Doyle said. 
Karen  
McGowan
 bought 
the 4.5 -
any of the rooms,  and he added The 
sheriff  said 
someone  called 
acre 
property  and 
3,331 -square -foot 
that the 
"community  is in 
no dan- 911 from the house at 4:33 a.m. ranch 
house for 
$425.000
 in 2000. 
ger." 
A 911 
dispatcher  didn't hear 
any Neighbors said
 they were shocked 
"We are not 
at
 this time looking voices on the line, but 
was 
able
 by the 
scene 
unfolding
 nearby. 
for
 a suspect," he said,  
to 
identify
 the sounds of the tee- 
"It's just really quiet
 here." 
David McGowan,  
44. was found phone hitting the
 wall and a gun- 
said 
David 
Merriman. whose par-
dead of a gunshot wound to the 
shot. Doyle said. ents 
live 
about a 
mile  
from the 
head close 
to the entrance of the "It was pretty
 much 
no one on 
McGowans.
 
UPGRADES 
- Include new search
 
options, Web
 site 
lists 
continued from page 1 
Telecommunications
 department. 
"That is 
really  missing in the 
current directory." 
Kintana said. 
"Someone can lixik under 
universi-
ty 
computing
 and
 it would
 just be a 
list of 
everyone in the department." 
The 
changes  have been done 
through a 
group  of departments 
on 
campus  
that  worked  together
 to 
bring these updates to the system. 
"We did face a lot of 
techni-
cal challenges and had a lot of 
cooperation
 from the human re-
sources department, the Common 
Management System team and the 
UCAT team," Van Leer said. "(We 
did this)  to bring all of the informa-
tion together and do the testing and 
implementation 
possible 
The new system was tested by 
more than 100 students,  faculty 
and staff members and has 
had 
an overall good 
report back to the 
UCAT department. Van Leer said. 
fhe university has demonstrated it 
to these individuals, to 
determine
 
if the 
information
 is 
clear and 
easy 
to 
find. 
The only challenge thus far, Van 
Leer said, is the department ad-
ministrators must learn a new pro-
cess for making updates to the sys-
tem. There are extra features that 
they didn't have before, something 
some
 of them have mentioned as 
a 
concern.
 The learning
 process 
howeser,  has informed
 others that 
there is 
a directory available to 
the 
public. 
"Some students 
said they didn't 
know 
there was a directory
 out 
there," Van Leer
 said. "They said 
that
 it would have 
helped  them 
get the 
information they 
needed 
for professors on 
campus  had they 
known it earlier." 
The changes will 
not  take place 
until the current 
semester  ends, 
as the UCAT
 department doesn't 
want to bring any confusion at the 
end of the semester. 
"It's a timing thing." said Don 
Baker, interim associate ice presi-
dent of the 
Unisersit)
 
Computing  
and TelecommuniLations 
depart-
ment. "When
 ',on get toward 
the 
end of the semester, people at the 
university don't like change so 
we're saying 'OK' and we'll wait 
until the end 
oh
 the semester to al, 
low people to 
get  used to it before 
the start of the next semester." 
,ose State 
versity 
Graduate 
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SJSU
 
steps
 up recycling 
Energy
 
conservation  a priority 
on campus 
By Erin 
Caballero
 
Daily 
Staff  Writer
 
With more than
 30,0(X)  stu-
dents, 
staff  and 
faculty  
members.  
San Jose State
 University 
creates 
an enormous 
amount  of waste.
 
According
 to 
the 
State Agency 
Waste 
Management
 Annual 
Report for 2002-04,
 SJSU 
gener-
ated  201.213 
tons
 of trash 
between  
2002 
and 2004. 
While  at least 
half  
of it was 
diverted to 
recycling,  that 
still
 leases
 
approximately 
100,606
 
tons 
of nonrecycled 
waste.  
SJSU is beefing 
up its efforts 
to recycle, reduce and reuse with 
"Think Green and Clean," a cam-
puswide program 
meant  to reduce
 
the 
amount
 
of 
resources
 used
 
and 
conserve  energy From
 
the 
"Stay 
Off The Lass signs to 
the myri-
ads of navy
 blue
 recycling contain-
ers in the classrooms and on cam-
pus. SJSI is 
committed  to keeping 
the campus green. 
"It's  a %cry good program:. 
said SJSU 
interim  President 
Don 
Kassing.  
who 
called
 the 
campus
 
recycling and waste -reduction pro-
gram -one of the 
most  
progressive  
in the 
(*St   
system."
 
According to 
the SJSI 
Facilities Deselopment Office 
and Operations
 Web
 site. "Think 
Green and 
Clean-  
owes its 
suc-
cess to the use of campus  beau-
tificatiu
 
in.  litter reduction. "Stay 
Ott
 The ( 
;RISS'.
 lawn signs. 
energy  
consers
 awn, the 
use 
of 
recycled
 
water,  waste reduction and recy - 
cling. alternative 
transportation 
and "clean air %chicle....
 All of 
the campus 
buildings  are kept ml 
a 
constant  
temperature
 range 
of hti 
to 71i degrees. the Web site says. 
To 
conserve
 
more
 
energy
 and
 keep 
Brian Connelly 
/ Daily Staff 
Three recycling bins in the 
back of the Facilities Development and 
Operations building are used to store
 the school's cardboard, metals, 
plastics and organic waste the university
 no longer needs. The 30 -cubic -
yard containers are picked up every month
 so the discarded materials 
can be turned into things such as fertilizers and new garbage 
cans.  
unlit% 
ists
 
doccn.(
 st licecunce
 
Order 7X5 requires that .ill lSU 
L'ampows reduce energy con-
sumption hy 
anotho  15 percent. 
It 
means 
that no 
electric fans 
or 
heaters
 are 
allowed
 in any 
campus
 
building,  including the residence 
hall,
 and Campus Village.
 
unless
 
an isxupant has a documented 
medical 
condition  requiring one. 
It goes on to further state that all 
electrical 
appliances,  such as 
cof-
fee 
pots 
and microwases  must he 
in designated kitchen areas. 
Bruce 
Olszewski,
 an 
ens
 
trim -
mental studies lecturer  and direc-
tor 
of the 
Center of 
De% 
elnpment
 
of Re, 
lirit. 
believes there is still 
much
 
morn
 
for improcement.
 
-One 
of
 the problems
 
is the
 
funding the umsersity has re-
ceised significant
 
e,iinomic
 ben-
efits from reducing its 
ss 
aste," he 
said.  
Dy further embracing
 recycling,  
such 
a,
 
placing
 
more
 Isms through-
out SJSU 
classroom,.  Olstewski  
argues
 that SJM  could 
reap  esen 
more benefits both 
environmen-
tally and 
financially.  
In
 addition to teaching 
en-
vironmental courses
 and he-
ing the Center
 Development 
it 
Recychng's  
director.
 01 s/css
 ski 
also 
heads  the 
Santa Clara
 County 
Recycling Hotline.  Whether 
it's  
a construction
 site
 that has ques-
Mins
 about
 
ha/ardons  material 
or just an indisidual wondering 
whether he can recycle a pizza 
box, the hotline is toll -tree and can 
handle 
anything. Well. almost,
 as 
Olsies
 
ski 
tolind 
uuut 
At.iordln,4 
Iii Olsicssski. petiple
 
I 
r 
to 
l'et:!,L'IC 
the strangest of things. 
"We had a guy 
sail 
about
 his 
dead 
horse." 
said 
ilsiew
 ski, 
who  
referred him to an animal group 
that properly disposed 
of 
the
 de-
ceased horse. 
Jump 
In!
 
Get 
Creative!
 
Have Rini 
Join 
the Spartan 
Daily Ad Staff
 
(Adv 
116) and gain
 the experience
 
that will 
help you get a 
good job 
 
Earn
 
Extra  
$$$ 
 
Earn
 3 
Units  
 
Earn  
Internship
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 Open 
To 
All  
Majors
 
 Gain 
Business
 / 
People  
Skills  
 
Build  
Contacts
 
 
Get
 to 
Know
 
Fellow
 
Students
 
Positions
 
Available 
for
 
Fill
 
I 
115,
 
-CreatiNe
 
Director
 
-Art 
Director
 
-Account
 
Executives
 
No experience
 necessary.
 
Simply  
register 
for  Adv 116 or
 
contact
 Tim 
Hendrick
 at 
the  Spartan  
Daily  at 
thendrickycasa.sieu.edu
 
GRADUATION
 
- 
Application
 
form  
includes $25
 fee 
continued from 
page
 1 
said his 
department  
is 
planning  
a $35 -per -guest dinner
 party
 the
 
night 
before the 
Ur11%erslI),-%%itle
 
commencement  
Ile said 
he is try tilg
 to 
wise
 a, 
mush  
money  
as he can during 
graduation  
'I
 didn't 
get the 
announcements
 
professionally
 
made.  I lust 
bought
 
imitations  
the 
blank  stirds 
with
 
the 
ii its 
er
 on
 them.- 
Gahm'',  
said.  
Galindo
 also 
said
 he had 
had 
his 
graduation  
photo  taken 
at the 
bookstore
 
:Is
 ssell, 
which
 
he said 
cost 
him  
nearly 
SttO. 
The uni% ersit y 
with:
 graduation 
ceremony  
is
 held at 
the Spartan
 
Stadium. 
Because 
many people
 
can he 
seated in 
the stadium.
 there 
IS no 
charge for
 attending 
the cer-
emony.  
The 
tiling cost 
14 graduation 
is 525 
%kith
 the submission of 
the 
graduation request
 brim,  which 
normally should he taken care of 
several months prior to the gradu-
ation 
date.  
"The process and the paperwork 
was more 
of a 
nightmare
 than the 
money." Galindo said. "I didn't 
get my paperwork back until early 
April. so I wasn't sure if I would 
he officially graduating. 
That
 
was  
more stressful than the financial 
part" 
DU! - Officers
 
look
 for 
motorists
 
making
 
mistakes
 
continued from
 page 1 
Coupled  w ith 
nisi
-eased 
police  
enforcement.  
Projekt  
Comdor
 
also  
has 
an
 
educational
 
component
 
to present 
people
 
from drinking 
and (Iris 
stint Dana 
Hughes.  
the 
pies ention  
etluc 
mum program
 
coordinat,  
if 
al 
Sall JOse
 Slate
 
I 
'Ill%ers11%  
"People need to kii,iss about 
this be, ails,. 
it's 
not 
that
 
%%L  stunt
 
to arrest 
pet plc. \ke %%ail!  
theill
 mmiii 
ill 
drink tind 
'Inches
 
said.  
To educate students 
tin 
the legal 
consequences  Is! drunk 
(Irking.
 
the 
presention
 
education  
program
 
still 
host .1 tusk Dris 
mg Under 
hilluensc
 
trial  on
 sarnpus.
 
which
 
will
 consist 
of a red 
lase. a real defendant 
.I111.1
 a /Cal 
I.sery thing 
Y% ill he real 
'sit 
instead  of being 
IwId in a LlItini01/111, 
ille
 case is 
ill be held 
it sainpus, 
is mg sin -
dents a histliand slew
 
to 
the pit keetlings. 
I 
Inches
 stud  
Costs
 loi a DI I 
percent of 
students
 reported they 
occasionally
 drise under
 the influ-
ence of alcohol.
 Hughes said. 
"SJSU Is a 
conunuter  school."  
Hughes said. "So, 
since some stu-
dents 
don't  
live near the school 
they may he going to parties 
around
 here, drinking, 
then dris - 
ing 
home."
 
(it 
ficers 
patiollmg
 for 
MA's  
base specific criteria they look for 
in 
motorists,  Les% is 
stud.  Stink!
 14 
Ike most common mistakes
 drunk 
drivers  commit behind the wheel 
are making turns Y% ith 
ide ra-
dius, 
dm
 mg too 
List or too slow, 
tolloss
 ing 
other
 Lars too closely 
and swers mg. 
"IV, 
natural  to 
,wer%
 e 
esery 
once in a Hinds said "But 
determines the 
blood  alcohol con-
tent of 
an individual. The suspect 
blunts 
into the 
des
 ice, which looks
 
like an asthma 
inhaler, and a digi-
tized number appears on the side 
ilf the Breathalyzer  this is the 
person's
 blood
 alcohol 
content.  
It 
is 
illegal
 hi drive  with a blood 
alcohol  content of int percent or 
more
 in 
California  if one is 21 
years in older. If under 21. it is il-
legal to hace a blood 
alcohol  
level  
more  than .01 percent. 
If a suspect has a  blood alcohol 
content
 
of .11/4
 
percent.  or is too 
drunk to he 
dn%  ing in the officer's 
opinion,  the suspect %%
 
ill 
be
 
arrest-
ed for allegedly dri% ing under the 
influence and taken to the Alcohol 
Intovic anon Bureau, where physi-
  cal evidence, such as 
"I think people don't quite 
understand
 that a DUI could 
come to something that
 is 
between
 $10,000 
and 
Sii,000."  
Dana Hughes, 
coordinator  
sons ict ion 
ins Inds 
tines and penalties 
tit more than SI.01111. mandatory 
alcohol ethic:own
 s lasses 
boat-
ing 
oproximately
 
S37c
 
uttti'r-
ireys with an 
.,s
 
rig
 
to 
SI2.50ti
 and an autonitibils  insio - 
tilt e premium
 in. lease to 
sy:` 
21
 
HP 
a sear for three 
seal, 
'I think peorIc don't quite un 
derstantl that a DI I could  
some
 
out to something that is between 
:it'll:1.0Ni
 
and  
'iii
 
.0011.-  
Hughes
 
I his 
thh..., not stop 
some
 
stu-
dent,  twin 
sonimiling
 to dose 
atiei flies 
lia% e 
hi en 
drinkini2 
200.:.
 
5.151 
student sill 5i% 
I tl.11  by 
the present's,:
 
etlut.  atitin piociani
 
!timid
 that 211 
Sit
 
SU
 
I 
1 1 S
 
.:s
 . 
i 
l'i'ssti'ixStv
 
di
 
141.1;:x
 
at
 
UNPIN%
 
$225
 
to
 
$325
 
..0w 
iiih  
sr!FM
 
Hs
 s 
140111
 519-1272 
*NI 
426-2764
 
us, yt.holuatotest
 
I  
in,
 
what  we lo4ok hit- 
are 
people
 
who  
oC1.1
 
wITet.i
 
IlleMsChes after 
they swerve 
.t
 ter  puffin:: met a suspected 
drunk dris et. the tinker w ill ad -
Minister
 
field 
lest, 
he
 IX She 
c 
ail lase to gauge
 the lesel 
of
 
nuts 
ii_
 alio]] 
01
 
ttie 
stispex  t 
I' 
eld  
sobriety  tests inc lude test-
ing balance by 
asking
 the suspect  
Ii'
 stand 
on 
leg,
 
dos,:
 
los nr 
her ey es and r. omit 
slum 
Ii, 
out 
loud
 'systaginus.  
Ors 
III es after drinking alcohol 
and
 makes them 
appear 
glassy  and 
I.s.k the ability To smoothly pursue 
an "blest. is tested
 by
 has
 
rig the 
slispes
 I 
billow  
the
 
ton, cc, 'tins - 
log 
finger %%
 
all
 
Ins 
1,1- 
het es 
suspe,t must
 tap
 his or 
her 
fingers against 
his
 Or her thumb 
at .111 increasingly taster speed. 
0.11111111e
 
!IMMO'
 
kiln  Mier 
e.1,11 tap is 
completed
 tests
 
man-
ual de stem s 
I he [Ina, test tot a drunk driver 
is the use of a lireathaly /cr. uhich 
MANPOWER
 
IRS 
Par,  
As - s,-
 
C.Ite 
ql 
408 998 
44.14
 
blood or urine 
samples.
 
null be taken, deposit-
ed, held and sent to the 
crime lab for 
analysis  
the 
following  
day. 
The  
San  Jose 
Alcohtil Intovication
 
Bureau  
is 
a non -de -
script
 building with 
12 
stationary  
stools 
and 
two bathroom
 
stalls
 
inside 
"On 
a 
hot 
summer
 
night you 
can't find a seat in this place." 
Hind,
 said 
horn  
the bureau 
the suspect is 
drisen k here 
fingerprints
 
and mug shots tire taken and a 
court date 
Is 
set The defendant 
is then held in a 
sell.  or 
"drunk  
tank." tor at 
least Ilse
 hours or 
until sober. at
 ter  %%filch he 
or 
she 
1.14:leased
 
A Dt is a 
misdemeanor,
 
hut  
if con c icted and unable to pay the 
tines,  lad tone may be imposed
 
by 
a 
court 
The DM c% ill suspend the 
cniic icfs license tor ;It Jay..  and 
the court w ill usually suspend the 
defendant's  lisense
 It 
ir an a% erage
 
of 
four  
mt
 
unths.  
depending
 on it 
the suspect \%as cooperatise 
with  
the 
police 
In Santa Clara 
County.
 it a sus-
pect 
relUses 
Iii
 take sobriety  
tests  
and is cons med by the court of a 
DUI. the defendant ss
 
ill lose his or 
her license for
 
.me year 
Have 
SI,I1,1
 
, 
Need 
extra
 151? 
so yo.. 
for good 'l,
 i0 
,/110f11 
oetrt.titt,t
  
Manpower Staffing ,..
 oroodeng  temporary 
workers
 to Bay Area 
r-noanies
 for
 Over ),t1 years, We offer vaned work schedules in
 
snail -
run""
 temooraryto-tetaular part-time and rot time assignments 
industrial 
hi -tech hinancial. IS/IT
 b -o -tech health care 
I' I ..f 'f' 
:,os tinllS 
You pay 
no feel 
for  
any
 work we Itn0 
for
 you, 
Benefits  
 
; 
 
Paid  hal.dayh
 
 Pellfl 41114,
 
Offlployoes
 
 Medical and dental 
 40100 plan 
 
Direct deposit 
-  
 RPfPARI h01111SPS 
 Free online training 
 No 
plAromont 
irtees 
Looking
 for
 a 
job?
 
We
 
can
 
help!
 
Whether 
you're
 
looking
 
for a summer job, an 
internship  
or
 carepr 
position -we're 
available
 
year 
round,  24/7 
Check  
out  
SpartaJOBS
 
(the Career
 Center's
 
online
 job and 
internship  
bank), 
upcoming
 
Employer Tables 
and Job 
Search  workshops 
career
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APPLICATIONS
 - Deadline in July 
continued from
 page 3 
the College of 
Business.  
Students can obtain applica-
tions from admissions and re 
cords, their department or online. 
After completing and signing 
the one -page 
application,
 i student 
can proceed to the corresponding 
department  to retrieve a "major" 
form where 
all  course work related 
to his
 or her major is listed. 
For students 
completing dou-
ble majors, 
minors,  double mi-
nors
 
or
 triple
 
minors,
 they need 
to go 
to 
each
 
department
 to ob-
tain 
that
 form. 
They attach
 the major form 
signed by 
the department
 chair-
person to 
the application,
 which 
is 
then
 sent via
 intercampus
 mail 
to 
the 
Admissions  and
 Records 
Office. 
Eden
 said. 
Admissions
 will 
look
 for 
re-
peated
 courses,
 
completion
 of 
course  
requirements,  
including 
general 
education and 
university 
requirements,  and 
GPA. 
University 
requirements  
con-
sist of 
the physical 
education 
course  and 40 units
 of upper-di-
vision general 
education. 
The graduation 
application pro-
cess 
for  the College of 
Engineering  
differs in that 
before  the applica-
tion is sent to 
admissions,  it is for-
warded to the 
dean  of the college
 
so that it can
 he recorded. 
The major 
form
 for the 
College 
of Business  is different 
from other departments and col-
leges. The major form
 lists the 
classes 
within
 a particular con-
centration
 so students only have 
to fill in their grades 
and  the unit 
values of the 
classes. 
About 85 percent of business 
students meet the
 application 
deadline.  60 
percent of whom 
submit their applications one
 
or two days prior, said 
Kravitz, 
director of undergraduate stu-
dent services in the College of 
Business.
 
"I don't know that
 the 
univer-
sity does 
a great job 
in
 terms of 
alerting 
students  to 
graduation,"
 
Kravit, said. 
Some 
students  feel 
the  SHIM 
way about the 
process or say 
they  
are unaware of what lies 
ahead.  
"I remember 
feeling  in the 
dark about
 a lot but 
I had to 
keep asking questions and ask-
ing questions 
and 
I finally 
figured 
it out," said Sarah Harkrader,
 a 
graduate student in the depart-
ment of English and
 comparative 
literature. 
Students
 should first under-
stand that there is a 
process
 for 
graduation and know where to 
start, 
Kravitz
 said. 
"I 
know you need to look 
in the 
college catalog for what you need 
to graduate. what courses you 
need." said 
Andrew Phan, a soph-
omore majoring in 
psychology.  
The advisers don't always 
have immediate 
access  to prior 
course 
information for 
transfer  
students, which
 makes the pro-
cess more difficult, 
Kravitz  said. 
The process takes about six 
to eight weeks to 
complete  and 
about 85 percent
 of students meet 
the deadline. 
Once the process has started,
 the 
whole day consists 
of checking the 
applications.  Kravitz said. During 
the process, 
students need to un-
derstand that all course 
work  must 
be done before 
they  graduate. 
"Students think 
that  they can 
have
 one or two courses out-
standing and 
then still graduate," 
Eden said. "1 don't know where
 
that 
folktale  came from but it's 
definitely not true." 
Students  must have all require-
ments completed 
before gradua-
tion,  including classes where
 they 
received incompletes. If they do 
not complete all 
requirements,  they 
have to 
complete  a graduation 
date
 
change form 
and pay a $10 fee. 
Redevelopment  
Agency,
 
students
 
consulted
 on 
Campus
 
Village
 
look
 
By Angela 
Forte  
Dully  Stuff 
Writer  
The Campus 
Village 
apartments 
at San Jose State 
University stand 
apart from the 
designs  of other 
downtown apartment buildings. 
Ed 
Palmer, architect for Niles 
Bolton Associates, said the 
Campus Village apartments were 
not specifically designed to com-
plement any other building
 proj-
ects in downtown San Jose, but to 
provide a new look and residential 
character for University Housing 
at SJSU. 
Palmer said the San Jose 
Redevelopment Agency partici-
pated in early programming work 
sessions and gave advice, which 
was 
incorporated  into the Campus 
Village project. 
For example, Palmer said, indi-
vidual unit entrances for the build-
ings
 were developed from the 
ideas discussed with the agency in 
the early work sessions. 
Susan Hansen, director of 
University Housing 
Services  at 
SJSU, said housing services 
want-
ed the new buildings of Campus 
Village to be attractive, but 
also  
have an urban feel. 
Palmer said the 
design
 of the 
Campus Village buildings was 
not 
intended to emulate 
other  campus 
buildings, but was
 designed to 
capture the 
character  and feel of 
the older campus 
buildings.  
"We did this 
through  the use 
of 
sloped
 roofs, arched windows, 
cornice and 
fascia detailing and 
red brick 
on the lower portions of 
the
 buildings," Palmer said. 
Hansen said Campus Village 
is 
not trying to compete with the 
downtown  area
 in the 
strictest 
sense
 because it 
is hard to 
com-
pare
 what on
-campus
 housing of-
fers to a 
downtown  
situation.  
With on
-campus  housing,
 
Hansen  said, students 
will get util-
ities.  Internet
 service, 
basic  cable 
and local 
phone  service included
 
in their rent. 
"We also  
work with students 
on payment plans
 when they have 
financial challenges,
 unlike land-
lords off campus." 
Hansen said. 
"When we created the original 
request for proposals for an archi-
tect and de   
quirements," Palmer
 said. 
Hansen said students, orga-
nized in 10 focus 
groups,
 helped 
give
 direction to the project. 
"In essence, the students de-
signed the layouts for the freshmen 
suites and the upper -division apart-
ments." 
Hansen
 said. "Students 
also picked out all of the furniture 
 style and fabrics  and had in-
put on everything from recreational 
areas to carpet colors." 
Hansen said all decisions con-
cerning finances were approved 
by a Campus 
Village
 management 
team. 
veloper, we 
Palmer 
had already 
"In 
essence, the 
said the de -
coined sign process 
the 
term 
for the build -
'Campus
 
students designed the 
ings began 
Village'
 
in January 
because 
layouts for the 
2001. 
we
 were 
"This 
looking
 to 
freshmen suites and 
process es -
build on 
tablished  
the sense of 
the upper -division 
the project 
community  image and 
that living 
apartments." 
character 
on 
campus which con -
provides," 
Susan Hansen, 
tinued until 
H ansen the comple-
said. 
"Niles  
housing director 
tion 
of con -
B olton   struction 
Associates, 
the architectural firm that was 
awarded  the bid, gave us the  feel 
that we were looking for as a cam-
pus."  
Palmer said Niles Bolton 
Associates developed the designs 
of the building and the project 
with significant input and approval 
from the university. 
"Market studies and a pro-
gram document developed by the 
university outlined the project
 re -
We 
Embrace  New 
Ideas, 
New 
Technologies,
 
and 
New 
Grads.  
At 
John
 Muir/Mt. Diablo Health System, located in the East San 
Francisco  Bay 
Area, extensive orientation and continuous fretting are the catalysts 
for 
increasing your knowledge, skills arid value to
 
our
 collaborative teams. We 
implement the latest technologies, including: 
Bedside  Automated Charting, 
PACS System. the upcoming implementation of our new -state-of-the-art 
automated core lab, and robotic drug 
distribution 
We have entry level opportunities for 
New Grads in these areas: 
 
NURSING
 
 IMAGING 
TECHNOLOGY  
 CLINICAL LABORATORY
 SCIENCE 
Enjoy peer support via 
Preceptors/Mentors  and
 a great 
team of educators 
throughout your orientation 
and  
training 
period.  and 
beyond.  
 Student Loan Forgiveness Program 
 Tuition 
Reimbursement  
 
Relocation  Assistance 
 National
 Specialty Certification Pay 
 Benefits within 30 days 
 
Generous
 Paid Time Off and 
Extended
 
Sick Leave
 Benefits 
For 
more  information or 
Si
 apply. pleat,e 
contact John Muir Medical Canter 
Phone  
(925)
 947-5215 1 dX 
(925)
 947-4497 
or Mt. 
Diablo Medical Center
 
Pimuf-
(926)
 974-2400 i dX (925) 674-2439 
or
 Email human.resourcesitimmdhs.com 
You may also visit us online
 
at 
www.Intmes.com
 FOE
 
JOHN MUIR 
A MT. DIABLO 
HEALTH
 SYSTEM 
drawings 
and specifications in September 
2002," Palmer said. 
Palmer said revisions and 
changes to reflect new input and 
technology were incorporated dur-
ing the construction
 period. 
Diana Iran, community
 rela-
tions
 coordinator for Campus 
Village.
 said construction of the 
buildings began in 
December 
2(8)2.
 
The designs include three dif-
ferent  
buildings,
 
Iran 
said,  
which  
are
 The 
Suites,
 
The  
Apartments
 
and 
The  
Faculty,
 Staff
 and 
Guest
 
Apartments.
 
Tran
 said 
the 
Suite
-style
 build-
ing  
seven 
stories 
high  and 
able 
to 
house  
more  
than
 550 
students
 
 was 
designed  
for  
freshmen.
 
Hansen
 said 
students
 from 
the 
focus 
groups
 were 
adamant 
that 
freshmen  
have 
roommates  
to meet 
as 
many  people 
as possible 
during 
their
 first year. 
"This 
resulted  in 
the Suites
 
building 
being all
 doubles 
with 
eight
 students 
living in one
 suite." 
Hansen  
said.
 "The 
Suites 
also  
have
 a specially
 programmed
 
lounge 
in 
each
 
floor
 
of 
the 
build-
ing for 
recreations,  
socializing
 and 
studying." 
Hansen 
said students
 requested 
that 
bathrooms  be 
do tiled Into
 
sections and 
that bedrooms 
be
 
larger. 
"We took
 sonic  of the spare that 
we 
would  haw 
put
 in the 
In mg 
rooms and re -distributed it to the 
bednxims and bathroom 
scheme." 
Hansen said.
 "We also added stu-
dios, based on student 
requests."  
The Apartments.
 
'Iran
 said, is 
a high-rise building
 intended to 
house more than 1.-UX1 sopho-
more, 
junior,  senior and graduate 
students.
 
Tian
 said the Facult). Staff and 
Guest Apartments boasts 95 
living 
units 
and 
was  
designed
 tor 
the 
ulty, staff and 
guests  ot S.ISI'. 
"The 
Suites  v. ere 
,ompleled
 
and 
turned  
luer to 
the
 uniser-
sity 
in April." 'Iran said. 
"The 
Apartments are expected to be 
completed  in July and Ole Faculty. 
Staff and Guest Apartments slit mkt 
he finished
 11). 
the first 
Iit 11!!11 a.* 
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Bears
 
score five 
to 
vault 
past
 
Spartans
 
By 
Amber  
Sheldon  
Doily Senior
 
Stuff  Writer 
It 
was a Bay 
Area 
baseball
 showdown
 be-
tween the 
Western 
Athletic  
Conference  and
 
the Pacific
-10 
Conference
 as the 
San Jose 
State 
University  team
 lost to 
UC
 Berkeley. 
3-5. 
3, 
5 
Tuesday
 night 
at
 Municipal
 Stadium.
 
SJSU 
third 
baseman
 Nick Epidendio said 
they 
had their 
chances  to 
beat
 the Golden
 
Bears. 
"We 
competed 
well." 
Epidendio  
said.  "We 
just 
didn't get 
done  what 
needed  to get 
done." 
SJSU was looking to 
boost
 
club confidence  
with a victory 
against  
Cal  
Berkeley  
after  suf-
fering a 
sweep on 
the
 road
 against Fresno State 
University.
 
The 
Cal 
squad 
entered  
the  
match  
with  
ma-
jor momentum 
after  registering its first 
Pac-I0 
series win against 
Stanford 
University  since
 
2001.
 
The
 Spartans 
took a 
brief  2-1 lead 
in the 
home half of  the 
first 
inning on a two
-run
 
single
 by Epidendio atter
 UM  
starting
 
pitcher  
Brandon
 Hennessev 
surrendered  a 
lead-off
 
home  run to 
Cal  left fielder 
Allen Craig. 
Lorry
 
Thomas
 
Doily
 Stoll 
Golden 
Bears  third baseman Matt Einspahr
 slides
 under an 
attempted
 tag by 
Spartan
 
second  
baseman 
David Pierson
 on Tuesday
 at 
Municipal  
Stadium.  San
 Jose 
State  University
 lost, 
3-5, to 
Cal 
Berkeley.
 
Spartan right-handed pitcher
 Mike Malott 
took over 
in 
the second 
frame  
and 
allowed
 four 
runs on five hits in one inning of work for the 
Ii ss. 
Golden  Bears 
right-handed
 pitcher Adam 
Gold 
stepped  in during the fourth frame and 
earned his team -leading
 seventh 
victory
 after 
giving
 up no runs on 
four lots in 
three  innings 
With  the Golden 
Bears leading 
5-2 at ter the 
second stania.
 the Spartans 
managed  lo pld 
other 
point  on
 
the scoreboard 
in the
 bottom id 
the third trallte
 is
 Epidendio 
posted  a sav 
fly deep 
to left
 liekl 
vs 
ith one out 
and the has,
 
-
loaded. 
CLASSIFIEDS
 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
ACTION DAY NURSERY/ 
makes no claim for products or 
PRIMARY PLUS seeking 
services 
advertised below nor Infant. Toddler /I Preschool
 
is there any 
guarantee  implied Teachers
 & Aides 
Substitute  
The classified columns of the positions some with flexible 
Spartan Daily consist of paid schedules 
are also
 avail 
advertising
 and offerings are able 
ECE units are required 
not 
approved  or verified
 by the for leacher positions but 
newspaper
 
not rag for Aide positions 
Excellent 
opportunity  for Child 
EMPLOYMENT  
Development majors 
Call  
Cars,  
tor an 
interview./  244-1968xis
 
or 
tax res
 to 248-7433 
EDUCATION/RECREATION/
 
CHILDCARE  
AT
 TUTORS: 525-535/hour 
NOW HIRING for AFTER
-SCHOOL 
Flexible hours Must have 
prior 
SUMMER PROGRAMS!!
 
experience  and car 
Visit 
Child care teachers wanted 
www apply compassprep com 
COMPETITIVE PAY based on 
experience  
& 
college 
course 
units  Call Smell World 
LOS 
GATOS  SWIM AND 
Schools,r408-2133-9200  err 21 
RACQUET
 
CLUB
 
is 
iorentlY
 
or fax resume to 408-283-9201 
accepting 
applications
 for 
posi-
tions n the following depart-
ments  Front Desk 
Fitness
 
Staff 
Summer
 Camp Leaders 
Childcare  & Age
-Group  
Swim  
Coaches Applicants 
are to be 
outgoing able to multi -task 
Good customer service is a 
plus PT AM/PM shifts avail 
able 
More  
into
 call (4081
 
356-2136 or fax 
resume  to 
(408j 358-2593 
SUMMER REC I LANGUAGE 
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED 
FLEX
 HOURS 
'GREAT PAY 
El 
5-25/HR
 based on 
exp  
Call 
408  971-4760 or visit 
campcarter net or fax res
 to 
408 
971-4761 
TEACHER, 
Kidspark  Hourly 
Childcare CU Flex hrs primar-
ily 
days
 
& wkends ECE 
units 
req Fun 
recreation  program 
Team environment Benefits 
avail Vise www kidspark 
corn  
Ctrs by 
Oakridge  
A 
Valley Fair 
Malls Call 
Leslie  213-0970 
Email 
leshe,Aludspark  corn or 
Fax
 
260-7366 
RECREATION JOBS AT THE 
LOS 
GATOS-SARATOGA  
REC 
DEPT.  Positrons 
Open 
Now For Leaders 
Afterschool 
Elam Sch Age Child
 Care 
Recreation/Enrichment
 
Programs PIT. M -F 2-6 15pm 
Pay Range
 fa 83-511
 
32/hour
 
starting depending on cep No 
ECE units 
req Call Kathy 
408-354-8700X245  
SWIM TEACHERS
-Year  
round 
program, indoor pool 
Experience 
with children
 a 
must Teaching
 experience not 
required 
AM/PM/WE shifts 
available Email
 resume to 
sdavisiWavac us 
$11.00A4OUR
 
Register FREE 
for jobs near 
Campus 
or Home 
student
-sitters  corn 
Certain 
advertisements  
in 
these 
columns  may refer 
the 
reader to 
specific  telephone 
numbers  or 
addresses
 
for 
additional
 information
 
Classified readers 
should
 be 
reminded that, 
when  making 
these further contacts they 
should 
require 
complete
 infor-
mation 
before sending money
 
for goods cir services In addi-
tion, readers should 
carefully
 
investigate all 
firms  offering 
employment
 listings a cou-
pons for discount 
vacations 
or 
merchandise 
DAYCARE TEACHERS: 
148th 
school seek, responsible incli-
vtduals for extended daycare 
PIT
 in the afternoon No ECE 
units required
 Previous 
ever,
 
ence 
with children preferred 
Call 
244-1968  X16 
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
 
Activates
 
Lessons
 
Learning  
tor 
gai  
Participants
 WorM with other 
cum 
rnunoty
 ufg5
 Sel 
up & deliver ()Po 
gram, at 
assigned 
localonS
 5-10 
hrs/wk $10 00/hr HS diploma
 
or equiv &some experience
 
Understand girl/gender 
issues  
First Aid/CPR Cart (have
 
or can
 obtain! Basic math 
Minimum 21 yrs old to  operate 
company vehicles
 Bilingual is 
a plus 
Avail  Immediately 
Send 
cover letter
 
& 
res to HR Girl 
Scouts of Santa Clara 
Co 
1310 S Bascom 
Ave Sari Jose 
CA 95128 FAx 408 287-8025 
Email hr4girlscoutsofscc org 
No phone 
calls.
 please AWE01 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
needed  
06/05-08/19 for 
Residential 
SUMMER Camping Program
 
for children 
A adults with dis-
abilities
 
Chasenginre Rewarding'
 
Call Tamisha40108-243-7061  
in
 visit WWW ylaSerVi. 
org 
STUDENT UNION of SJSU 
JOB OPENINGS., 
 Computer 
Sundt(
 e,   , 
It
 55t, 
 Lifeguard 2 
 
15hoi  
 Swim Lesson
 Instructor 
(11570)  
 Aquatic Center 
Youth Camp 
Instructor
 
1115801
 
 
Aquatic
 
Center  
Coordinator  
(Interim/30hrsiwki
 
APPLY
 at the Student Union 
Administration  
Office
 3rd 
floor  
Student Union (across from the 
Computer Cntrj M -F 9am-5pm 
or online.. www 
unionsisu
 edu 
EMPLOYMENT 
GENERAL
 
WELCOME HACK SPARTANS? 
Lo( 
al valet viuaiiy needs 
enthusiastic 
& energetic indi-
viduals to work at nearby malls 
private events & country clubs 
FT/PT available
 We will work 
around
 your busy school 
schedule Must have clean 
DMV 
Lots of fun
 
& 
earn 
good  
money Call 
408-867-7275  
FOOD SERVICE -ESPRESSO 
BAR
-HOST  PT 
positions  avail 
in 
busy family style
 restaurant
 
in SVate 
All shifts available 
Flex hrs
 
$10 50/hr to start 
Call  
Wendy rv (4081733-9331 
STUDENTPAINTERS.NET 
NOW HIRING' House Painters 
Wanted No Exp 
Net. Training 
Provided  Spring -PT Summer -
FT $8 
50-$11 00/hr 
Call 
401-476448S  
or 
studentpainters4o8
 yen.. corn 
PT 
TELENARKETER  NEEDED! 
Mon -Fri for mortgage co 
Exp  
preferred but will train Speak 
Spanish a plus
 $7/hr  
bonus  
Call
 451-7217
 or 451-7203 
COLLEGE WORKS PAINTING 
Looking 
for Motivated Students 
to Paint houses In SJ Area this 
Summer No Exp NBC Will 
Train 
Call
 
408310.0936
 
SUMMER WORK SUMMER WORK 
SUMMER rioter SUMMER WORK 
'HIGH -STARTING PAY 
'FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
 
'No experience necessary 
Salesservice 
!raining 
provided  
All majors may apply 
Internships 
possible
 
Scholarships  awarded 
annually 
'Some conditions apply 
VISIT OUR
 TABLE AT THE 
CAREER CENTER 
TUES 05/10
 
& WED 05/11 
or call 
615-1500 VECTOR 
LEE'S SANDWICHES now hir-
ing' All positions
 available 260 
E Santa Clara St Sixth St 
Next to New Civic Center/City 
Hall Call 408-687-1015 or visit 
www 
leesandwiches 
com  
SPRING STUDENT
 WORK! 
$f450
 to 
START 
Certified Training Provided 
Suits All 
Majors  
Great Resume Exp 
Flex 
Around Schedule 
IMMEDIATE  Openings 
Call 408-436-9336 
FunStudent Work corn 
DEUVERY  DRIVERS 
Party 
Rental Business
 
Perfect 
for Students, 
Earn S250 Every Weekend, 
Must have reliable truck or 
van Heavy lifting is required 
408-292-7876 
RENTALHOUSING  
MOVE IN 
SPECIAL!
 
Greentree
 Apts at 
Tully 
& Mciaughin
 
Rents  start from
 $875  
Newer Large Units 
Park like 
grounds
 Patio 
Gated Parking WAD 
Close 
to
 Library Shopping 
HY101/280
 
995 
Tully Rd 
294-6200  
HOUSE FOR RENT:Cambrian 
area Hwy 85/Los Gatos Quiet 
neighborhood 
3 BcI/2
 Ba Spa 
fireplace.
 2 car 
garage  & more. 
Rent 
furnished  or unfurnished 
Lung or short term $2100mo 
Avail
 
MI Cheryl 409 1113-3611 
HOUSE FOR 
RENT:  
300/1 
5BA 585 
S 10th 
$1600/mo  Call 
292-1587
 
UVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU 
Lge 2 B/1 5 
Ba
 on 9th 51095, 
mo 2 
B/1  13a 
$950/mo
 
Newly 
remodeled 408 
309-9554  
DUPLEX
-LOWER
 UNIT 
4524
 
E San 
Salvador/11th  
1 1301-412 
Washer
 Dryer
 Frog 
Yard
 
Garage Water & Trasn
 Paid 
Pet OK, 
$995/rpo.
 
Sharp!
 
Ready 8/15 408-264-M71 or 
VVWWBOBBASSORJP COM 
TIRED OF SHARING 
A BATHROOM?? 
Come see our huge
 
2 bedroom 2 full bath 
over 1000 sq foot apartment 
Walking
 distance to 
SJSU 
Newly 
remodeled  
Laundry facilities 
Parking
 
Security Gate 
Easy Access to Bay 
Area 
freeways  
Substantially
 larger than 
others' $1195 00/mo 
408-947-0803  
SHARED_HOUSING 
HOUSING 
FOR  YOU ..SJSU 
INTERNATIONAL 
HOUSE!
 
We 
Offer  
'Housing for American
 
&International
 
Students 
'An Intercultural
 Experience 
with 
International  Students 
-One
 
Semester 
Contract 
((Computer  & Study 
Rooms 
'Wireless
 Internet Access 
'Safe 
Friendly
 
& 
Home
-Like 
Environment 
'Various  Cultural Activities 
-Parking 
We 
are 
currently
 
accepting
 
applications 
The International
 
House is 
located
 at 
360
 S 
11th 
Street  If you
 are 
interested  or have questions
 
please call 
924-6570
 
ROOMS 
FOR  RENT 
Delta  
Gamma
 
Sorority  
Females 
Only 
Walk to 
SJSU 
10 Weeks
 
Way-Augusti
 
Shared
 Rooms $650 
Singles
 Available 
Exercise 
Room  Kitchen 
Lounge
 
wilarge  
Screen TV, 
Call 
Diane  
286-0868
 or 
dmparableur
 aol nom 
For 
more  
Spartan
 sports coverage, check out 
http://www.thespartandally.com
 
Enter
 
today
 
for
 
a 
chance
 
to
 
win
 
the
 
tools
 
you
 
need
 
to
 
get
 
reedy
 
for
 
gad
 
school!
 
Prizes
 include:
 
KAPLAN
 
Kapiar
 
programs
 
arc seroces. 
Dell
 
Laptops.
 
Tickets
 
from  
STA  
Travel
 to ASS 
your 
target grad 
school.  
And more!
 
kaptest.corn giveaway enter!  
Test Prep
 and Admissions 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com,  giveaway 
Deu; 
yr  
PHN: 
408-924-3277  
FAX: 
408-924-3282  
Email:  classified Cv easa.sjsu.edu 
Online: www.thespartandaily.com 
AM
 IN HOUSE!
 Priv 
Ba
 5550 
. 
. 
Near
 
Gi-a  
Mao
 
Fern  
pint
 Nice 
yar,t  
 ,328 
TOWNHOUSE  WITH 
POOL  
2 rooms $400 ea 1 ' 
Near
 college
 & frer,v. M 
pret
 0 892-1866
 or 
. 
. ;. 20 
FOR SALE 
S500' POLICE IMPOUNDS! 
Cars
 
from
 &SOO'
 
For  
listings  
9/9 
-1
 , t. 9 
v gee, 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 
SPERM DONORS
 NEEDED 
The Hall 
At,,
 , 
-Si,
 " 
the 
California
 
Cnobank is 
seeking men 
of 
all  e.thnicities
 
for 
our sperm
 donor
 programs
 
If you 
are 
currently
 
attend-
ing college or 
hold BA (legiee 
you can 
earn up to 
5400
 
mu,
 
receive
 a 
free 
; 
onipnhensive
 
health
 
screening
 it heip 
infertile
 
couples For more 
"formation
 
Onto apply 
online
 
please visit 
www cryobankdoo,s
 com 
PREGNANT?
 NEED
 
HELP,  
BIRTHRIGHT  .  
   
SERVICES 
SMiLE CHOICE DENTAL PL AN 
I 
Ho, 
655-3245  or 
www 
studentdental  corn or 
www 
goldenwestdental
 corn 
SOUNDS 
UNIQUE:  Before 
you 
purchase  any 
new
 or 
used hirFo Electronics 
check  
with us for great deals on 
name 
brand gear We 
carry 
over 100 brands of quality 
products including tube 8. solid 
state. 
loudspeakers  DJ sound 
& 
classic
 
used
 
equipment
 
Sounds Unique 
buys
 sells 
trades consigns & services 
most
 quality 
equipment
 Trade 
in 
your  old 
eleCtronics
 for rte. 
We rebuild your old i- 
ems
 for new sound
 Soo
 
iai 
pricing for
 SJSU 
students
 
8. 
faculty Check our website 
www soundsunique
 cOM or call 
408-287-3002  
Spartan Daily Classified 
Local 
Rates
 For 
National
 and 
Agency  
rates
 call 
408.024.3277
 
1 
I 
Clearly  Print Your
 Ad 
Here ru 3
-Line
 
Minimum
 
A line is 30 spaces, 
Including
 letters,
 numbers, punctuation 
and 
spaces  
between
 word,' 
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 I 
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DECOODOECE10000000000===0
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Ad
 rates: 3 -line 
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SJSU STUDENT RATE:
 2113/4 
OFF. 
Tante
 
MOW 
to 
private party ads onty, ne dIMmunt 
t05
 
ME
 
c't 
mud_  W &me 
In 
in 
W.411  
05/11/05 
Lftm
 town to tem. MDWW tD RPGD 
.'11' 
Phone 
Send 
check  
or money
 order to 
(Sorry,
 ru MOO
 
arit,  
Spartan 
Deity
 
Claseilleds,
 San hoe 
State  
University  
San 
Jose,  
C.allfornia  
95192-0149
 
 Clasuned
 
desk  
is located in Dwight Penh
-I 
Haft Km 709 
 Deadline
 
10.00  
a m 
two 
weekdays
 
before
 
publication 
 All 
ads 
are  
prepaid  
No
 refunds on ; an, 
plied  
checks.
 
 
Pates
 for 
ronsecutive
 publsation 
dates
 
only  
Questions?
 
CALL  
408.924.3277
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ABOVE: Balian (Orlando 
Bloom, left) leads his knights Into battle. 
RIGHT: 
Orlando
 Bloom 
and  
director
 Ridley Scott 
confer on the set 
of 
"Kingdom
 
of Heaven." 
'Kingdom'  
fails to 
rule 
By Ashley Johnson 
Daily Stuff 
Writer 
Director Ridley Scott takes
 a slice out of his-
tory with "Kingdom of Heaven"
 and attempts 
to mold it 
into  greatness like his previous no-
table allies einem,. 
Scott is most 
ssell-knossn
 for
 
"Thelma
 and 
RIvIIw 
Louise,- "Black 
Hawk  Down" and "G.1. 
Jane."  
He has directed some
 epic movies like "1492: 
Conquest
 of Paradise" and "Gladiator,"
 but with 
"Kingdom"
 Scott
 seems to 
have 
forgotten
 how
 
to mix entertainment with historical
 analysis. 
The characters
 in the movie are 
not  devel-
oped 
well, so 
the
 audience is left 
wondering
 
who  
they
 are and what makes them
 tick. 
The movie is about two hours long, 
which is 
too short for
 the material 
presented.  
"Kingdom"
 takes place in 1184.
 Balian 
(Orlando Bloom) is a 
French  blacksmith who 
is 
taken  on a journey to 
the 
Holy Land by his 
father Godfrey (Liam
 Neesonk 
After his father
 dies. Balian plods
 forward 
but
 must first 
survive
 the  journey,
 including a 
shipwreck and 
treking
 alone through 
a desert 
with 
no water. 
After reaching
 his final 
destination,
 Balian 
must light to 
defend  the city of 
Jerusalem  from 
the Muslim 
army.  
The  
characters
 
play  such an 
integral
 part in 
the film that 
its
 a 
shame the audience
 doesn't 
get to know them 
intimately like 
in "Gladiator" 
or 
"Hannibal,"  which Scott 
also  directed. 
Godfrey. 
a knight, is a 
very powerful 
and 
influential
 man, hut 
we 
never  learn why or how
 
he 
came to his acquire his power. 
Prior to
 his 
passing, 
he schools Balian in 
sword
 fighting. Balian can 
hardly pick up the 
sword,
 much 
less swing
 it. 
and  it doesn't help 
that he 
injured his hand while 
contemplating 
joining his
 father on the journey. 
"I once
 fought 
two 
days with 
an 
arrow
 
through  my testicle:' 
Godfrey  proclaims to 
Balian 
when the other members in the party 
balk at the fighting 
lessons. 
This is an ironic statement because Godfrey 
dies after 
he
 is penetrated with an arrow. 
The scenery and music make up for the 
deficiencies in plot and character definition. 
The movie was filmed in 
Morocco  and the 
cinematography is stunning. The battle scenes 
complement  the scenery.
 
The first
 attack  on the city of Jerusalem 
by the Muslims is so 
intense
 that it will leave 
viewers
 on the edge of their seats. 
For those members of the 
audience  who do 
not like blood and gore, this movie will not 
make the
 cut because in all the battle scenes 
they fly through the air like water. 
However, 
this does not detract from the 
movie. Rather, it's most 
likely  central to the 
nature of the plot because the crusades
 were a 
dark period
 in time. 
'Palindromes'
 difficult
 to understand
 
By Joe Shreve 
Dully Staff  
Writer  
When
 you go to see an inde-
pendent
 Mili
 
has e 
to he 
prepared 
to see certain 
artistic  him 
quirks. Hut these quirks that a di-
rector may 
place in his or 
her 
films
 
sin
 
gild  not 
greatly affect the oser-
all till0111.\ 
lir  
the  
picture.  
-Palindromes." a him written 
and 
ted
 
h Iodd Solondt that 
is an ostensible  litok
 
at
 the 
sides
 
ol
 
the (Mural reactions toward 
ahoi  
iii 
iii 
iii AMeric a, uses so many 
en
 
necessary quirks that 
it really 
take,
 
:mos 
from
 
the  
quality  of the hlin 
anI ends up 
only
 set-% mg to con-
fuse the s ICWCT. 
lie entire
 
hint is 
about
 a  13-
yeat old 
girl 
named  
As 
is a, who 
%sants
 to 
become  a mother so 
badly  
that she hecomes 
pregnant. 
When  
ha
 parents find out, her
 imither 
Joy ). +lien
 Harkin) 
and  father 
Stese 
(Richard
 Mastm want
 her 
to 
get 
an
 atm mii it).  hut she 
wants 
to 
keep the baby. 
As
 us a es entually 
re-
lents and gets the 
ahortion,
 hut then 
immediately tuns away from home, 
determined
 to get 
pregnant
 again. 
As iva esentually
 finds her -
sell 
hsing 
at
 the 
home 
of Mama 
Sunshine 
I 
Debra 
Monk),
 
a mother
 
mime Im a family of 
adopted
 chil-
dren with disabilities. 
It seems 
like a peacelid paradise 
Mama
 
Sunshine loses the kids and they 
lose her 
and  the kids have a 
Christian rock hand and live with 
each other's handicaps. Eventually,  
As 
s a becomes involved in a plot 
with 
Mama Sunshine,  her hus-
band Ho (Walter 
Bobbie). Dr. Dan 
(Richard Riehlei and 
neighbor  
Earl 
(Stephen Adly Guirgis) to 
as-
sassinate
 an abortion  doctor. 
'Mere are 
two major
 
problems
 
with  "Palindromes
 
Inst.
 the 
film
 
Is
 
made  in such a 
way that the 'ew-
er can easily reach 
the 
conclusion
 
that 
directiir
 Sidondi tries
 
entirely
 
Ii vi
 hard to make "Palindromes" 
appear
 artsy.
 'The 
other 
major  
problem  
is 
that Sidon& uses no 
less than 
eight people for the role 
of Aviva. and midway through
 the 
he has Aviva 
going  by the 
alias of "Henrietta." This goes a 
long way to make 
the 
10 is er  ms 
the message to the finis 
-- 
if 
there is 
one  - because instead of 
pay mg attention to 
the mos ie.
 the 
s [ewer
 has to constantly 
decipher 
the next person 
playing As is a. 
and 
in top 
Ill that. real tie that  
I lent-Iota 
is actually As
 is&
 
The film has been splo into set. - 
tions 
for  each
 
different
 
s5
 email) fur
 
Avis -a.
 The 
transitions  hos%
 
eel)
 the 
sections  
are 
often sketchy 
to non-
existent.
 
The 
quality
 ()I the :lam
 s IN 
quite  
good, 
and PrOWS
 
in 11C 
cunt' cut
 the 
few saving grace,. 
"Palindromes"  
tackles a 
very 
sensitise 
and  serious subject in 
abortion. It 
bias
 
potential
 to be a 
great
 
loos
 ie. hut a tilm 
confront-
ing 
such
 
an
 
issue  
should  be 
done
 
by 
someone
 who 
concentrates
 
more in the
 content
 rather 
than appearing 
iii 
he artsy.
 
"Palindromes- had a kit of po-
tential. but it falls 
fairly  hard be-
cause
 
Solon&
 threw in so  
many 
directorial gimmicks
 that really 
did not
 need to he 
there. 
If 
sou  miss
 this
 
music% 
you're
 
rsills 
not  missing 
that much. 
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Lives
 
'Crash'  
together
 
By 
Ashley Little 
Daily Staff Writer 
People
 walk around 
day after 
day in 
complete  darkness 
never  
interrupted by 
all the strange 
faces around 
therm  until tine fate-
ful day when they
 all collide. Our 
Ill VII- Ili 
worlds 
crash together bringing
 
out all  
our  unneeded fears and 
insecurities. 
The  film "Crash," 
directed and written by Paul 
Haggis, is a brilliant movie about 
how people live 
in a distorted il-
lusion of how 
life
 is versus how 
it should 
be. 
Set in Los Angeles,
 after the 
Sept.! 1. 2001 terrorist 
attacks. 
the 
movie follows the 
intertwined  
lives of a 
number of people from 
different 
ethnicities  and back-
grounds in 
a seedy neighborhood.
 
These  lives become
 tangled 
together  through 
a domino ef-
fect that 
occurs during 36 hours 
involving a car crash 
with a 
Korean woman and 
two 
police  
detectives. From this 
moment  in 
time, the lives
 of many people all 
intersect.  
There is a Caucasian 
house-
wife with 
her Caucasian, at-
torney 
husband.  a Persian store 
owner
 with his wife and
 daugh-
ter, two police detectives. both of 
different 
nationalities.
 an African 
American television 
show
 direc-
tor and his 
wife. two African 
American young car hijackers, 
two 
rookie
 cops and an elderly 
Korean  couple. 
The vibrant 
cast  includes 
Sandra Bullock. Brendan Fraser, 
Don Cheadle, Matt Dillon. Chris 
'Ludacris' Bridges. Ryan Phil! ippe 
and more,
 
all of whom 
deliver 
a flawless 
performance  
that 
will  
leave the viewers astonished. 
All 
of these 
characters  are 
complete strangers,
 but with one 
simple 
act they become 
connected.  
Haggis created a 
dramatic  and ac-
curate portrayal
 of gender and 
race  
issues in society. 
In one scene.
 Jean Cabot played 
by Bullock,
 is walking 
down the 
street
 with her 
husband,  Rick 
Cabot. played 
by Fraser, when she 
sees two
 African 
American
 men 
walking down
 in front of them.
 
She 
tightly
 wraps her arm 
around
 
her 
husband  and her 
body
 language 
speaks for 
itself. She comes to the 
pre 
judgment  that these two 
men 
must be criminals because they are 
walking in a white neighborhood. 
They turn 
out to be hijackers, just 
like stereotypes often say. 
The racial conflicts and 
bigotry 
that are present in 
the film will 
make people
 cringe at the fact that 
this does exist. 
Every day people's eyes are 
windows
 to the diversity that sur-
rounds them, yet the fear that has 
been instilled
 into them takes over 
and creates sheltered lives. 
All of the
 characters experience 
different things in life. but they are 
average people. Some 
stereotypes  
shown in 
the film are a Mexican 
American locksmith who no one 
trusts.
 young African American 
men that turn out to be 
criminals 
and a Korean woman who cannot 
drive. These 
characters  
reinforce
 
the fact that ignorance and racism 
will 
always  be present until people 
are educated and talk about dis-
crimination in the world. 
This movie will make the audi-
ence question all of their own
 deci-
sions
 in life. 
People need to come face-to-
face with these issues instead of 
walking around in life with blind-
ers on, and this 
movie
 provides 
the 
chance 
to do so. 
"Crash" can be 
seen in 
theaters now. 
URGENT
 MESSAGE 
FOR 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
All requests
 for: 
- Extension of Stay for students with 5/31/05 
completion date on item #5 of 
their  1-20. 
- 
Optional  
Practical  Training for Spring 2005
 
graduation.
 
- Curricular 
Practical  Training for Summer
 
2005.  
MUST be 
submitted  to International 
Programs
 and 
Services to International 
Programs  and Services (IPS) 
by 
4:00p.m.
 on Friday, 
13
 May 
to insure timely 
processing.  Applications received 
after  this date may 
not be processed  in time for 
approval  by immigration. 
Applications
 for Reinstatement 
to student status, 
employment  due to Economic Hardship as 
well as 
Pratical Training and 
Extension
 applications for Fall 
2005 should be 
turned in 
as soon as 
possible.
 
Expect
 
a two to three week processing time in IPS before 
forms are ready
 for pickup to send to immigration. 
IPS 
is located  
in 
Room
 223 Administration 
Building.
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